Take a close look through the museum! Can you find everything on this list?

- A dog with buttons for a tail
- A puppet wearing overalls
- A wounded lion
- A tasty fish
- A gazelle machine
- A golden turtle
- A puppet with feathers
- A tool used by a puppet maker
- A monkey’s head

/scavenger hunt/ Did you know? A turtle is a symbol of strength and longevity in Vietnam.
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A paper mouse
A robin in a baseball cap
A figgy Fayz Pop bottle cap
A worm who lives with Fraggles
A drawer full of eyes
A small wooden maze
A sandwich on a tractor

Did you know? A turtle is a symbol of strength and longevity in Vietnam.

A puppet that needs more than one puppeteer
A puppet that you consider to be the BEST dressed
A puppet that you think may be the hardest to perform
A puppet that you think may be the hardest to perform

Picture time! Take a photo with each item below:

- Your favorite animal puppet
- A puppet with some fantastic facial hair
- A puppet that you consider to be the BEST dressed
- A puppet that you think may be the hardest to perform
- An animatronic puppet
- Your favorite animal puppet

/FUN FACT/ Japanese puppetry tradition called BUNRAKU requires 3 performers.
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